The basis for somatic gene therapy of cancer.
A decade of advances in understanding of the molecular basis of sporadic and familial cancers has combined with developments in mammalian gene transfer technology to stimulate intensive research into the potential applications of somatic gene therapy for cancer. Somatic gene immunotherapy is already in progress to stimulate and direct the natural targeting capabilities of the immune system against the threat of disseminated residual disease. The association of a plethora of mutated tumor suppressor genes (p53, p16 BRCA1, BRCA2) with diverse cancers has also highlighted the potential of somatic gene therapy with wild-type versions of suppressor genes as an anti-cancer therapeutic modality either in its own right or in synergistic association with traditional anti-cancer therapies. The methodologies for gene transfer technology range from direct intravenous injection of naked modified DNAs to intravenous injection of liposome-encapsulated DNAs or microsphere-bound DNAs. Recombinant retroviral and adenoviral vectors have natural transfection capabilities and display tropism for particular tissues that are of selective advantage against particular cancers. Liposomes display very high efficiencies of gene transfer with the advantages of successful transfer to a wide range of tissue types but their widespread systemic distribution offers problems in relation to selective targeting of tumor cells. The challenges to current gene transfer processes are much the same as that of other anti-cancer therapies: achieving selective targeting of cancer cells whilst optimizing dosages and minimizing the risk of collateral damage to healthy tissues.